Installation Template For LT783 / 786 KS, KV, LS, LV

**STRIKE TEMPLATE**
- Mounting screw for Standard T strike, Extended Full Lip and T Strike
- Mount. screw for LT-SE182 Full Lip Strike
- Strike Center
- 1" X 5/8" deep
- Fold on dotted line and place against the door stop. Mark the position of necessary holes for Jam bore

**LATCH TEMPLATE**
- Door thickness
- Fold on dotted line and attach to the door at desire height. Mark the position of necessary holes for Face and Edge bores.
- Backset 2-3/8" (60mm)
- Backset 2-3/4" (70mm)
- Edge bore
  - -2-3/8" drill 3-3/4" deep
  - -2-3/4" drill 4" deep
- CAUTION!
  - 1/2" Face bore for LS/LV, and 1-3/8" (35mm) Minimum Face bore for KS / KV.
  - Please refer to the trim set template or consult with trim set provider as you may need larger face bore.

**CAUTION !**
- 5/32" deep
- Check the drawing measurements when reprinting